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To understand complex biological systems requires the integration of experimental and computational
research — in other words a systems biology approach. Computational biology, through pragmatic modelling
and theoretical exploration, provides a powerful foundation from which to address critical scientific
questions head-on. The reviews in this Insight cover many different aspects of this energetic field, although
all, in one way or another, illuminate the functioning of modular circuits, including their robustness, design
and manipulation. Computational systems biology addresses questions fundamental to our understanding of
life, yet progress here will lead to practical innovations in medicine, drug discovery and engineering.

I

t is often said that biological systems, such as cells,
are ‘complex systems’. A popular notion of complex
systems is of very large numbers of simple and
identical elements interacting to produce ‘complex’
behaviours. The reality of biological systems is
somewhat different. Here large numbers of functionally
diverse, and frequently multifunctional, sets of elements
interact selectively and nonlinearly to produce coherent
rather than complex behaviours.
Unlike complex systems of simple elements, in which
functions emerge from the properties of the networks they
form rather than from any specific element, functions in
biological systems rely on a combination of the network
and the specific elements involved. For example, p53 (a
393-amino-acid protein sometimes called ‘the guardian of
genome’) acts as tumour suppressor because of its position
within a network of transcription factors. However, p53 is
activated, inhibited and degraded by modifications such as
phosphorylation, dephosphorylation and proteolytic
degradation, while its targets are selected by the different
modification patterns that exist; these are properties that
reflect the complexity of the element itself. Neither p53 nor
the network functions as a tumour suppressor in isolation.
In this way, biological systems might be better characterized
as symbiotic systems.
Molecular biology has uncovered a multitude of biological facts, such as genome sequences and protein properties,
but this alone is not sufficient for interpreting biological
systems. Cells, tissues, organs, organisms and ecological
webs are systems of components whose specific interactions
have been defined by evolution; thus a system-level understanding should be the prime goal of biology. Although
advances in accurate, quantitative experimental approaches
will doubtless continue, insights into the functioning of biological systems will not result from purely intuitive assaults.
This is because of the intrinsic complexity of biological systems. A combination of experimental and computational
approaches is expected to resolve this problem.

A two-pronged attack
Computational biology has two distinct branches: knowledge discovery, or data-mining, which extracts the hidden
patterns from huge quantities of experimental data, forming hypotheses as a result; and simulation-based analysis,
which tests hypotheses with in silico experiments, providing
predictions to be tested by in vitro and in vivo studies.
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Knowledge discovery is used extensively within bioinformatics for such tasks as the prediction of exon–intron
and protein structure from sequence1, and the inference of
gene regulatory networks from expression profile2–4. These
methods typically use predictions based on heuristics, on
statistical discriminators that often involve sophisticated
approaches (such as hidden Markov models) and on other
linguistic-based algorithms (see review in this issue by
Searls, pages 211–217).
In contrast, simulation attempts to predict the dynamics
of systems so that the validity of the underlying assumptions
can be tested. Detailed behaviours of computer-executable
models are first compared with experimental observation.
Inconsistency at this stage means that the assumptions that
represent our knowledge on the system under consideration
are at best incomplete. Models that survive initial validation
can then be used to make predictions to be tested by experiments, as well as to explore questions that are not amenable
to experimental inquiry.
Although traditional bioinformatics has been used widely
for genome analysis, simulation-based approaches have
received little mainstream attention. This is now changing.
Current experimental molecular biology is now producing the
high-throughput quantitative data needed to support simulation-based research. Combined with rapid progress of
genome and proteome projects, this is convincing increasing
numbers of researchers of the importance of a system-level
approach5. At the same time, substantial advances in software
and computational power have enabled the creation and
analysis of reasonably realistic yet intricate biological models.
There are still issues to be resolved, but computational
modelling and analysis are now able to provide useful
biological insights and predictions for well understood
targets such as bifurcation analysis of the cell cycle6,7,
metabolic analysis8,9 or comparative studies of robustness of
biological oscillation circuits10.
It is crucial that individual research groups are able to
exchange their models and create commonly accepted
repositories and software environments that are available to
all. Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML;
http://www.sbml.org/), CellML (http://www.cellml.org/)
and the Systems Biology Workbench are examples of efforts
that aim to form a de facto standard and open software
platform for modelling and analysis11,12. These significantly
increase the value of the new generation of databases
concerned with biological pathways, such as the Kyoto
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Figure 1 Linkage of a basic systems-biology research cycle with drug discovery and treatment cycles. Systems biology is an integrated process of computational modelling,
system analysis, technology development for experiments, and quantitative experiments18. With sufficient progress in basic systems biology, this cycle can be applied to drug
discovery and the development of new treatments. In the future, in silico experiments and screening of lead candidates and multiple drug systems, as well as introduced genetic
circuits, will have a key role in the ‘upstream’ processes of the pharmaceutical industry, significantly reducing costs and increasing the success of product and service
development.

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)13, Alliance for Cellular
Signaling (AfCS)14 and Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment (STKE)15, by enabling them to develop machine-executable
models, rather than mere human-readable forms.
Such changes are fuelling a renewed interest in a system-level
approach to biology, but we should not forget that this is an area with
a long history16,17, rooted as much as anywhere in classical physiology
(see review in this issue by Buchman, pages 246–251). However, the
close linkage between system-level understanding and molecularlevel knowledge was made possible only by the recent progress in
genomics and proteomics. The approach attempts to understand
biological systems as systems, specifically targeting the identification
of their structures and dynamics, and the establishment of methods
to control cellular behaviours by external stimuli and to design
genetic circuits with desired properties. These aims will be achieved
only by combining computation, system analysis, new technologies
for comprehensive and quantitative measurements, and highthroughput quantitative experimental data18,19.

Multiple faces of robustness
Among various scientific questions, one issue receiving considerable
attention is how robustness is achieved and how it evolves within
various aspects of biological systems. Robust systems maintain their
state and functions against external and internal perturbations, and
robustness is an essential feature of biological systems, having been
studied since the earliest attempts at a system-oriented view (for
example, Cannon’s homeostasis and Weiner’s cybernetics16). Biological systems have been found to be robust at a variety of levels from
genetic switches to physiological reactions (see review in this issue by
Buchman, pages 246–251).
Robust systems are both relatively insensitive to alterations of their
internal parameters and able to adapt to changes in their environment.
In highly robust systems, even damage to their very structure produces
only minor alterations in their behaviour. Such properties are achieved
through feedback, modularity, redundancy and structural stability.
A variety of feedback and feed-forward control is observed
throughout biology. For example, integral feedback is central to bacteria chemotaxis20–22. And p53-based cell-cycle arrest displays what is
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known in the engineering field as ‘bang-bang control’, a subtype of
feedback control. Damage to DNA is sensed by proteins such as ATM
(for ataxia telangiectasia mutated, named after a disease in which this
enzyme is mutated) and DNA-dependent protein kinase, which activate the p53 protein. Active p53 then transactivates p21, which results
in G1 arrest; this state is released when DNA damage is repaired, thus
forming a feedback loop.
Cells themselves provide the most obvious form of biological
modularity by physically partitioning off biochemical reactions.
However, biochemical networks within cells also form modular
compartments isolated by spatial localization23, anchoring of
proteins to plasma membranes and by dynamics.
Cells also provide redundancy, with many autonomous units
carrying out identical roles. But redundancy also appears at other
levels by having multiple genes that encode similar proteins, or multiple networks with complementary functions. For example, Per1, Per2
and Per3 genes encode proteins in the circadian oscillator, but
knock-out of one or two of these produces no visible phenotype. The
Cln gene family form redundant pairs for the cell cycle24. The stringent
response of Escherichia coli activates alternative metabolic dynamics
depending upon the availability of lactose and glucose25.
Structurally stable network configurations increase insensitivity
to parameter changes, noise and minor mutations. For example,
elegant experiments on the archetypal genetic switch — the lambda
phage decision circuit — have shown it to be robust against changes
in binding affinity of promoters and repressors; its stable switching
action arises from the structure of its network, rather than the specific affinities of its binding site26. Additionally, a number of networks
for biological oscillations and transcriptional regulations have been
shown to be tolerant against noise (ref. 27; and see review in this issue
by Rao and colleagues, pages 231–237). But only computer
simulation could have shown the degree to which the gene regulatory
networks for segmentation during Drosophila embryogenesis
remain robust over a large range of kinetic parameters28,29.
The robustness of a system is not always to an organism’s
advantage. Cancer cells are extremely robust for their own growth
and survival against various perturbations. They continue to
proliferate, driven by the engine of the cell cycle, eliminating
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communication with their external environment, thus making it
insensitive against external perturbations. In addition, many anticancer drugs are rendered ineffective by the normal functioning of a
patient’s body, including defence systems such as the metabolism of
xenobiotics (most notably by cytochrome P450), the brain–blood
barrier, and the dynamics of gene regulatory circuits, which can
adjust the concentration of drug targets through feedback
mechanisms and redundancy. To establish treatments that move
patients from a stable but diseased state to a healthy one will require
an in-depth, system-level understanding of biological robustness.
Although the general principles of robust systems are well established, there remain a number of unresolved issues concerning their
evolution and execution in specific biological systems, and how they
can be manipulated or designed. Control theory has been used to
provide a theoretical underpinning of some robust systems, such as
adaptation through negative feedback21. However, this approach has
limitations. For example, current control theory assumes that target
values or statuses are provided initially for the systems designer,
whereas in biology such targets are created and revised continuously
by the system itself. Such self-determined evolution is beyond the
scope of current control theory.

No free lunch
Although robustness is critical in assuring the survival of a biological
system, it does not come without cost. Carlson and Doyle emphasize
the “robust, yet fragile” nature of complex systems exhibiting highly
optimized tolerance30,31. Systems designed or evolved to be robust
against common or known perturbations can often be fragile to new
perturbations.
Another view on the vulnerability of complex network comes
from a statistical perspective32–34. Comparative studies on robustness
of large-scale networks show that scale-free networks (also known as
‘small world’ or Erdös–Rényi networks) are more robust than
randomly connected networks against random failure of their components34. However, scale-free networks are more vulnerable against
malfunction of the few highly connected nodes that function as hubs.
Scale-free networks can form by growth such that new nodes are
connected preferentially to nodes that are already highly connected.
Barabasi and colleagues claim that protein–protein interaction
networks, which constitute the protein universe (see review in this
issue by Koonin and colleagues, pages 218–223), are scale-free32,35
and that mutations in highly connected proteins are more likely to be
lethal than are mutations in less-connected nodes33. Although they
estimated connectivity from yeast two-hybrid data, which are notoriously noisy, this hypothesis is intuitively attractive. For example, the
p53 protein is one of the most connected hubs in the protein universe,
and its mutations cause serious damage to cellular functions,
particularly in repair of DNA damage and tumour suppression36.
Nevertheless, some of the claims for scale-free networks are still
controversial37, and evidence for mechanisms leading to preferential
attachment in biological systems remains equivocal. Furthermore,
yeast two-hybrid assays produce many false-positive outcomes, and
the current hand-crafted pathway maps may be heavily biased
towards connection to functionally important genes simply because
these have been popular targets for research.
Even when these shortcomings are surpassed, such statisticsbased theories — despite providing insights on macroscopic properties of the network — will still have difficulty making predictions
about specific interactions. It is analogous to telling a stock-market
investor that “one in 50 companies will go bankrupt”, advice that is of
little help if you are unable to identify which one. The challenge for
statistical theories is to identify how they can be linked to specific
behaviours and so make useful predictions.

Design patterns of functional modules
Just as the principles behind robust networks can be classified into
several types, so too can the various functional circuits or modules
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from which they are assembled, such as genetic switches, flip-flops,
logic gates, amplifiers and oscillators. Good examples come from the
mechanisms of biochemical oscillations (see review in this issue by
Goldbeter, pages 238–245), which have been the focus of numerous
groups38–41. These studies have facilitated their classification into
several schemes, such as substrate-depletion oscillators, positive
feedback loops, the Goodwin oscillator and time-delayed negative
feedback oscillators41. Similar attempts have also been made for other
functional networks. Jordan and colleagues have identified various
examples of multitasking in signal transduction42; Bhalla and Iyengar
reported several circuits that may function as temporal information
stores (that is, memory devices)43; and Rao and colleagues have
uncovered several circuits that mitigate the effect of noise and exploit
it for specific functions (see review in this issue, pages 231–237).
Although these functional networks have analogues in electronic
and process engineering, they have been formed by evolution, which
makes it unlikely that any kind of ‘first principle’ underlies their
design. However, a set of principles can be envisaged and identified
through studying the structure and function of biological circuits,
and their origin at the system level44–46. What are their basic
functional building blocks? What are their dynamical properties and
operating principles? How has each module evolved? And how can
they be adapted or designed for alternative applications?
Recently, a systematic, high-throughput computational study
was carried out by Shen-Orr and colleagues, which identified common motifs in the gene regulatory networks of E. coli using the RegulonDB database47. They found that feed-forward loops, single-input
modules and dense overlapping regulons appeared frequently. While
this study only used a gene regulation database, this type of approach
can be augmented to include protein–protein and protein–DNA
interactions to systematically identify network design patterns from
large-scale data.
Such data, combined with function-driven identification of circuit
patterns, will allow the creation of a large repository of functional biological networks, so enabling the systematic analysis of design patterns
and their evolution. We already know of cases where the same circuit
patterns and homologous genes produce similar system behaviours,
but with unrelated physiological outcomes. We also know of cases
where the same circuit patterns use different sets of genes to attain
similar system behaviours, and where identical functions are achieved
with degenerate paths involving different circuit patterns and
different genes46. More systematic surveys will be needed to determine
how many evolutionary conserved circuits exist, in what functions
and how they relate to the evolution of genes. It may be that functional
circuits should be considered the units of evolution.

Systems drug and treatment discovery
The systems biology approach, with its combination of computational,
experimental and observational enquiry, is highly relevant to drug
discovery and the optimization of medical treatment regimes for individual patients. Although the analysis of individual single nucleotide
polymorphisms is expected to reveal individual genetic susceptibilities
to all forms of pathological condition, it may be impossible to identify
such relationships when complex interactions are involved.
Consider a hypothetical example where variations of gene A
induce a certain disease. Susceptibility relationships may not be
apparent if circuits exist to compensate for the effects of the variability.
Polymorphisms in gene A will be linked to disease susceptibility only if
these compensatory circuits break down for some reason. A more
mechanistic, systems-based analysis will be necessary to elucidate
more complex relationships involving multiple genes that may create
new opportunities for drug discovery and treatment optimization.
Computer simulation and analysis, along with traditional bioinformatics approaches, have frequently been proposed to significantly
increase the efficiency of drug discovery48–50. At present, empirical
ADME/Tox (absorption distribution metabolism excretion/toxicity)
and pharmacokinetic predictions have been used with some success.
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For example, a human intestinal absorption model based on
correlations between the passive permeation measurement of over
300 compounds and known structural features, such as hydrogen-bond
donors, hydrogen-bond acceptors and molecular weight, has been used
to predict the absorption of novel compounds by the human intestine51.
However, such models are not easily converted for use in other
situations and they often require extensive data sets in order to address
specific questions. What is needed are reliable, mechanism-based
ADME/Tox and pharmacokinetic models52–56, built on molecular-level
models of cells, that are more easily transferable and accountable than
are traditional, empirical, quantitative structure–activity relations.

Scaling up
So far, most systems biology simulations have tended to target relatively
small sub-networks within cells, such as the feedback circuit for bacteria
chemotaxis20,21, the circadian rhythm57,58, parts of signal-transduction
pathways43,59, simplified models of the cell cycle7,60,61 and red blood
cells62–64. Notable larger simulations have attempted to model bacterial
metabolic networks for analysis of metabolic control62,63 and flux
balance8,65, but these deal with steady-state rather than dynamic behaviour. Recently, research has begun on larger-scale simulations. At the
level of the biochemical network, simulation of the epidermal growth
factor (EGF) signal-transduction cascade has been carried out. The
simulation involves over 100 equations and kinetic parameters and will
be used to predict complex behaviours of the pathway, as well as to identify roles of external and internal EGF receptors59. The physiome project
is an ambitious attempt to create virtual organs that represent essential
features of organs in silico66,67. Simulation of the heart was one of the
early attempts in this direction, integrating multiple scales of models
from genetics to physiology68. Even whole-patient models for specific
disease, such as obesity and diabetes, are being developed for prediction
of disease development and drug discovery.
Building a full-scale patient model, or even a whole-cell or organ
model, is a challenging enterprise. Multiple aspects of biological
processes have to be integrated and the model predictions must
be verified by biological and clinical data, which are at best sparse
for this purpose. Integrating heterogeneous simulation models is a
non-trivial research topic by itself, requiring integration of data of
multiple scales, resolutions and modalities.
Simulation often requires integration of multiple hierarchies of
models that are orders of magnitude different in terms of scale and
qualitative properties (for example, gene regulations, biochemical
networks, intercellular communications, tissue, organ and patient).
Although some processes can be modelled by either stochastic computation or differential equations alone, many require a combination of
both methods. But some biochemical processes take place within a
millisecond whereas others can take hours or days. Additionally,
biological processes often involve the interaction of different types of
process, such as biochemical networks coupled to protein transport,
chromosome dynamics, cell migration or morphological changes in
tissues. Although biochemical networks may be reasonably modelled
using differential equations and stochastic simulation, many cell
biological phenomena require calculation of structural dynamics,
deformation of elastic bodies, spring-mass models and other physical
processes.
Nevertheless, development of precision models and their
applications to ADME/Tox models are expected to revolutionize the
process of drug discovery by providing a capability for multipletarget identification and high-throughput virtual screening of
compounds. Furthermore, target identification using cellular
models may provide desirable structures for candidate compounds
by applying multiple constraints to parallel virtual screening54,
rationalizing drug discovery into a more systematic process (Fig. 1).

Systems therapy
Surpassing its scope for efficient improvements in the current
paradigm of drug discovery and treatment, the introduction of a
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system-oriented view may drastically change the way treatments are
conducted. Two somewhat speculative scenarios illustrate these
opportunities.
Consider a feedback compensation circuit involving a drug target
protein. Changes in the concentration of the protein resulting from
drug administration may be neutralized by feedback control. High
dosages of drugs will need to be administered to overcome this compensation mechanism, but this could produce serious side effects.
Alternatively, small dosages of drugs could mitigate the feedback
mechanism, so that the effect on the target protein will not be
neutralized. Considering the p53 system, if there is abnormal overexpression of MDM2 (a protein that regulates p53), simply increasing
p53 transcription may not restore the system to normal, as the excessive MDM2 protein will quickly ubiquitinate p53, targeting it for
destruction. Additionally, p53 itself transactivates MDM2.
MDM2 activity must be suspended or reduced to a normal level, at
least temporarily, to make p53 stimulation effective in inducing
cell-cycle arrest or apoptosis. The highly effective administration of
multiple drug regimes can be accomplished only with a system-level
analysis of the dynamics of gene regulatory circuits.
A far more futuristic approach proposes the introduction of
functional genetic circuits to control cellular dynamics in vivo (see
review in this issue by Hasty and colleagues, pages 224–230). Already,
a set of basic functional circuits, such as oscillators and toggle
switches, has been constructed and its viability confirmed in E. coli
(refs 69–71; and see review by Hasty and colleagues). Computer
simulation and comprehensive analysis will be needed to ensure that
such circuits function as intended and do not result in significant
side-effects. In the future, perhaps a genetic circuit can be devised to
sense the level of p53 protein when DNA is damaged and switch on
circuits to further increase transcription of p53.
The application of systems biology to medical practice is the
future of medicine. Its realization will see drug discovery and the
design of multiple drug therapies and therapeutic gene circuits being
pursued just as occurs now with modern, complex engineering products — through iterative cycles of hypothesis and simulation-driven
processes (Fig. 1). Although the road ahead is long and winding, it
leads to a future where biology and medicine are transformed into
precision engineering.
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the mRNA X and mRNA Y corresponding to
protein X and protein Y, respectively. Although
protein X and protein Y are coordinated for all
four motifs in Fig. 3, this is not the case for their
mRNA levels. This can be explained by the disparate time scales of mRNA and protein. Fastdegrading mRNA may exhibit fluctuations with
a broad frequency bandwidth. Conversely, slow
degradation of proteins filters out fast fluctuations but keeps slow fluctuations. Constitutively
expressed mRNA X has both fast and slow fluctuations, but protein X only transmits the slow
fluctuations downstream. The result is that the
dynamics of mRNA X and mRNA Y are dominated by uncorrelated fast fluctuations, which
overshadow their correlated slow fluctuations. On
the other hand, protein X and protein Y only
contain the better-correlated slow fluctuations.
That is, two mRNA species can be mostly uncorrelated with one another, yet produce protein
in a coordinated fashion. Gandhi et al. (18) observed such a circumstance in budding yeast,
when they found very little correlation between
pairs of transcripts that encode coordinated proteins of the same protein complex, including proteasome and RNA polymerase II subunits. They
even found correlation lacking in two alleles of
the same gene. In a related study, Taniguchi et al.
(27) analyzed more than 1000 genes in E. coli
and measured both mRNA and protein copy
numbers in single cells. They found that for most
genes, even the numbers of mRNA and protein
molecules were uncorrelated. These studies suggest that understanding of regulatory phenomena
requires one to consider regulation at both the
mRNA and the protein level.

From these studies, it is now clear that variability in single-cell measurements contains a
wealth of information that can reveal new insights into the regulatory phenomena of specific
genes and the dynamic interplay of entire gene
networks. As modern imaging techniques begin
to beat the diffraction limitations of light (28) and
flow cytometers become affordable for nearly
any laboratory bench (29), we find ourselves in
the midst of an explosion in single-cell research.
With the advent of single-cell sequencing (30, 31),
it might be possible to determine the full transcriptome of many single cells in the near future
and to determine the full expression distributions
and correlations for all genes in the genome. We
expect that the approaches described in this review, which have been pioneered with the model
microbial systems, will be readily applied to mammalian cells and tissues (32, 33).
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Computational approaches are breaking new ground in understanding how embryos form. Here,
we discuss recent studies that couple precise measurements in the embryo with appropriately
matched modeling and computational methods to investigate classic embryonic patterning
strategies. We include signaling gradients, activator-inhibitor systems, and coupled oscillators,
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experiment will play an increasingly central role in deciphering developmental patterning.
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appropriately, theoretical techniques can assist
in the understanding of developmental processes
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key to success is an open dialogue between exper-
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imentalist and theorist. The first step in this dialogue is to formulate a theoretical description of
the process of interest that captures the properties
and interactions of the most relevant variables
of the system at a level of detail that is both useful and tractable. Once formulated, the second
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to understand its behavior with “pencil-andpaper” analysis and compare this analytical solution directly with experimental data. Very often,
however, the number of variables and the complexity of their interactions preclude this approach, and the behavior of models must be solved
or simulated by using computers in order to be
understood and compared with data. This combined approach, which we refer to as computational biology, has become popular recently with
the availability of powerful computers and increasingly sophisticated numerical algorithms.
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In this Review, we hope to introduce scientists
familiar with computational methods (geeks) to a
selected set of interesting developmental problems
(Fig. 1) and to illustrate to developmental biologists
(nerds) a selected set of powerful tools. We focus on
recent studies investigating four developmental
patterning strategies: (i) gradients of signaling molecules released from localized source cells that
guide global patterns across target cell populations
(Fig. 1A). This external control contrasts with selforganizing strategies within the cell population that
use local interactions, such as (ii) activator-inhibitor
mechanisms (Fig. 1B) and (iii) the synchronization
of cellular oscillations (Fig. 1C). (iv) Mechanical
deformations can also change the pattern of a cellular population (Fig. 1D). Although models are
often useful in explaining and predicting developmental phenomena, the eventual fate of a given
model is to be proven wrong and then modified or
replaced, as illustrated in the companion article on
cell polarity by Mogilner and colleagues on page
175 of this special issue. Perhaps the greatest impact
of computational approaches in developmental
biology right now is to force hypotheses to be precisely stated and to stimulate corresponding new
quantitative experiments to test them.
Patterning with Signaling Gradients
Morphogens are diffusible signaling molecules
that can activate target genes in a concentrationdependent manner. During development, morphogen gradients are established across tissues,
diffusing away from localized sources (Fig. 1A). It
has been proposed that cells read morphogen
levels to determine their position within the tissue
and differentiate accordingly (6), and there is good
evidence that morphogen gradients can direct
cell differentiation in target cells. How these gradients are formed, and whether they are sufficient
to control differentiation in very precise domains,
are open questions that have benefited from computational approaches.
An important model system for studying these
questions is the early embryo of the fruit fly Drosophila, in part because its geometry and symmetry
simplify description and quantitation (Fig. 2A).
One of the maternally deposited cues that breaks
the symmetry along the embryo’s long axis is bicoid
mRNA, which is present only in the anterior pole.
Bicoid protein is translated and transported (7),
creating within an hour an exponentially decreasing concentration gradient over several hundred
micrometers along the embryo’s axis. This gradient
directs the formation of precise domains of four
target genes—among them hunchback—that establish the first segments of the future fly body (Fig.
2A). Given the stochastic nature of gene expression,
discussed in the companion article by Munsky
and colleagues on page 183 of this special issue,
morphogen concentration is expected to fluctuate,
both over developmental time and from one individual to another. The stunning precision in the
position of the boundaries of the segmented out-
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computation by Tkačik and Walczak used existing precise measurements of morphogen levels
(11) to estimate the mutual information between
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result, they argued that if similar results hold for
the other target genes under Bicoid control, the
combined information conveyed by the four genes
would be enough so that each of the roughly 100
rows of nuclei could unambiguously determine its
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sion data for the other target genes in the system
will be necessary. Thus, information theory is emerging as a potentially powerful tool to quantify information transmission in developmental GRNs.
As yet, it is unclear whether the bicoid gradient is
sufficiently precise to instruct the precise boundaries of its target gene domains, or whether other
mechanisms are necessary, but computational biology has a central role in this discussion.
Patterning with Activator-Inhibitor Systems
Cells in a morphogen gradient use the local level
of an externally provided signal to produce patterns (Fig. 1A). However, patterns such as spots
and stripes can arise spontaneously from entirely
local interactions. In 1952, Alan Turing proposed
a reaction-diffusion (RD) mechanism to explain
spontaneous pattern formation without signaling
gradients (13). Specifically, he considered two
diffusing chemical components, an activator and
an inhibitor (Figs. 1B and 3A). By self-activation,
the activator can locally increase its concentration
(Fig. 3A). The activator in that region produces
the inhibitor, which suppresses the activator in
surrounding space because of faster diffusion. As
a result, local peaks of activator self-organize from
the almost homogeneous starting state, leading to
the spontaneous formation of spatial patterns, such
as stripes and spots in a two-dimensional (2D)
space (so-called Turing patterns) (Fig. 1B).
Subsequently, RD systems have been considered to play important roles in spontaneous
pattern formation (14, 15). Although spatial structures very similar to simulated Turing patterns
have been observed in development, until recently there was scant evidence showing that the
Turing mechanism causes these structures. Indeed, conceptually elegant RD models of the
Drosophila segmentation process introduced above
proved to be entirely wrong (16), and this failure
may even have left some developmental biologists
wary of further theoretical efforts. However, identification of interaction rules and key molecular
components in several putative RD systems (17, 18)
now suggests the potential of a long-awaited experimental verification of these ideas.
Skin pattern formation in fish has long been
a candidate for patterning by use of the Turing
mechanism (19). To identify key interaction rules
in the system, Nakamasu et al. studied stripe formation in zebrafish skin (20). These black and
yellow stripes are self-organized over 3 weeks by
local interactions between black and yellow pigment cells, which fulfill the condition for Turing
patterns (Fig. 3B). To confirm that the experimentally observed interactions between pigment
cells can generate stripes, the authors first used
deterministic partial differential equations to model cellular dynamics. However, because the width
of each stripe in zebrafish is only ~10 cells,
Nakamasu et al. pointed out that stochastic effects
caused by smaller cell numbers might prevent
stable stripe formation. In that situation, it would
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cellular-level interaction rules (21) with
further theoretical studies should reveal
whether this is indeed a Turing system. Fig. 4. Patterning with genetic oscillations. (A) Cyclic gene expression oscillates in individual cells because of a
Gradient patterning strategies can negative feedback loop, and oscillations are coupled to neighbor cells through the Notch pathway. (B) The mutual
also be formulated as RD systems be- effects of cellular oscillators can be described by models of coupled phase oscillators.
cause gradients can arise from diffusion of morphogens, and the pattern emerges due to of this synchronization hypothesis has been studied time delays in the coupling function of a phase osreactions that involve these morphogens. However, by using GRN models showing that the Delta- cillator model. This delayed coupling theory made
the different length-scales involved in activator- Notch mechanism described above could keep the prediction that changing the coupling strength
inhibitor systems give rise to qualitatively different neighboring cells oscillating in synchrony (26, 27). could change the clock period and motivated the
Given the previously mentioned difficulty of study of the dynamics of Notch mutants. Quantipatterns, which are local in nature. This is an example of how very different developmental pattern- determining GRN parameters from embryos (28), tative time-lapse measurements of segmentation
ing strategies can be described by using similar an alternative and complementary model formu- period and analysis of clock gene-expression patmodel formulations.
lation is to use an effective theory with variables that terns in mutants matched the theoretical predictions
represent processes for which there is a particular and so identified the first candidates for segmenPatterning with Genetic Oscillations
interest or a possibility of experimental compar- tation clock period mutants (31).
Although these studies have revealed some
The growing body axis of all vertebrate embryos is ison. For the segmentation clock, this approach has
rhythmically and sequentially subdivided into seg- been applied to investigate the synchronization hy- surprising insights into the segmentation clock’s
ments. For example, in the zebrafish embryo the pothesis by using theories based on coupled phase dynamics, most quantitative data used to test
multicellular segments are ~50 mm long and form oscillators (Fig. 4B). In a phase oscillator model, the models have come from static images (28, 31),
with a periodicity of 30 min. Inspired by such clock- variables corresponding to oscillating molecular and the desynchronization of the clock has not
like regularity, Cooke and Zeeman proposed the species are substituted by a single variable: the phase been directly observed. The advent of new techClock and Wavefront model in 1976 (22). In this of the oscillation cycle, which advances in time with niques to observe cyclic gene expression in vivo
model, a biological clock ticks at the posterior of the a given intrinsic frequency. The effect of Delta- (32) will allow key assumptions of the existing
elongating embryo, and the distance advanced by a Notch signaling is captured by a coupling function models to be directly tested.
wavefront along the embryonic axis during a cycle that speeds up or slows down a cellular oscillator
of the clock sets the length of a forming segment. depending on the phase of neighboring cells. Phase Patterning with Mechanical Deformations
More than 20 years later, the model was revived oscillator models do not offer direct insight about We complete our roster of patterning mechanisms
with the discovery of genetic oscillations in the chick dynamics of individual molecular species, but their with a recently discovered case driven by tissue
embryo (23). This segmentation clock appears to be simplicity allows powerful insights about system- deformations. An apparently simple behavior for an
a tissue-level rhythmic pattern generator (24), in level dynamics from paper-and-pencil analysis. epithelial sheet is to elongate along one axis while
which a population of progenitor cells behave as Furthermore, they allow a direct fit to experimental shrinking along the orthogonal axis. During Drocoupled oscillators, self-organizing a collective data relying on a few coarse-grained parameters sophila development, the wing blade epithelium
stretches into the familiar elongate wing shape, and
rhythm through mutual synchronization (Fig. 1C). such as the period of the oscillations (29).
A clue to the existence of such a synchronized
Using a phase oscillator model, the synchroni- each of the hairs protruding from the wing cells
cell population came from zebrafish mutants that zation problem of the segmentation clock was for- points distally—an example of planar cell polarity
disrupt Delta-Notch intercellular signaling, in which mulated as a competition between noise and the (PCP) patterning (Fig. 5A). Although proximocoherent oscillations and segmental patterning intercellular coupling that keeps cells in synchrony distal gradients of PCP pathway components have
are gradually lost (25). The current hypothesis is (30). Together with quantitative experimental dis- been observed, they are not sufficient to produce
that in the wild-type embryo, Delta ligands under ruptions of Notch signaling in zebrafish, the mod- the final wing hair polarity (33). Examination of
the control of a single-cell oscillator activate Notch el allowed estimation of the noise level and coupling cell shapes and trajectories from time-lapse movies
receptors in the membrane of neighboring cells, strength relevant for the tissue-level synchrony of shows that sharp contraction of the neighboring
and these receptors coordinate oscillating gene the clock. Coupling involves the new synthesis of hinge region exerts anisotropic tension on the wing
expression in the receiving cell (Fig. 4A). With- Delta ligand every cycle (Fig. 4A), and to repre- blade (34). Over a period of 15 hours, the blade
out Delta-Notch signaling, the single cells’ oscil- sent the anticipated duration of the ligand-receptor deforms with a shear gradient arising from the cellations gradually lose synchrony. The plausibility mechanism, Morelli et al. (29) included explicit lular flow in the tissue.
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Fig. 5. Patterning by mechanical deformation. (A) Overview of Drosophila wing development during
pupariation, when the wing blade elongates and proximo-distal planar polarity is established. (B)
Schematic of the vertex model used to calculate stable cell-packing geometries.
Aigouy et al. explored the role of tissue shear
in aligning the axis of cellular polarity with the
proximo-distal axis of the wing blade by formulating a 2D vertex model of epithelial cell shape
(Fig. 5B) (35), incorporating an effective description of the local recruitment of complementary PCP
molecules to apposing cell boundaries (34). This
new model predicts that polarity is reoriented by
local rotation and cell flow–induced shear. Simulations show that shear associated with oriented cell
division, proximo-distal cell elongation, and cell rearrangement also contribute to the alignment of cell
polarity with the long axis of the wing. Future work
can investigate how the 3D baso-lateral surfaces of
the epithelial cells in the wing affect this description,
and how the PCP protein complexes involved dynamically reorganize during cellular rearrangement.
Thus, remarkably the final planar cell polarity of the
completed wing may be a direct consequence of the
externally applied stresses responsible for its extension, via simple physical rules such as those that
determine molecular polarity in liquid crystals (36).
In this Review, we have mainly discussed
chemical aspects of pattern formation as separate
from downstream mechanics of morphogenesis
(37, 38). Turing already wondered whether a closer
linkage might be at work (13), and it seems timely
to reconsider development as having integrated
mechanochemical aspects (39). For example, motivated by recent findings on cell cortex dynamics
in the nematode Caenorhabditis (40), Bois et al.
studied pattern formation in an active fluid in which

mechanical contraction causes the flow of reactive
chemical species (41). This theoretical analysis
showed that an active fluid extends the parameter
space in which classical Turing systems generate
spatial patterns. To what extent continuous feedback between chemical and mechanical processes
also underlies tissue-level phenomena in development is not yet clear, but it may be widespread.
Outlook
With the wide range of approaches in use, how
should the developmental biologist select the appropriate modeling and computational methods?
And where should the computational scientist dig
for interesting problems in the vast field of developmental biology? Previous reviews have given multiple examples and advice (1–5). Here, we argue
that the first step is key: The level of description
and model type should be matched to the best
available data. The data should be quantitative, accurate, and precise, and the model should make
falsifiable predictions. Although some researchers
are fluent in both domains, most often a successful
computational approach to developmental biology will involve a long-term dialogue between experts across disciplinary boundaries. As advances
in imaging and molecular methods increase experimental resolution and complexity, corresponding theoretical and computational developments
will be required to assemble the puzzle. This codependence should generate a wealth of new opportunities for geeks and nerds alike.
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A network property necessary for concentration
robustness
Jeanne M.O. Eloundou-Mbebi1, Anika Küken1, Nooshin Omranian1, Sabrina Kleessen2, Jost Neigenﬁnd2,
Georg Basler3 & Zoran Nikoloski1

Maintenance of functionality of complex cellular networks and entire organisms exposed to
environmental perturbations often depends on concentration robustness of the underlying
components. Yet, the reasons and consequences of concentration robustness in large-scale
cellular networks remain largely unknown. Here, we derive a necessary condition for
concentration robustness based only on the structure of networks endowed with mass action
kinetics. The structural condition can be used to design targeted experiments to study
concentration robustness. We show that metabolites satisfying the necessary condition are
present in metabolic networks from diverse species, suggesting prevalence of this property
across kingdoms of life. We also demonstrate that our predictions about concentration
robustness of energy-related metabolites are in line with experimental evidence from
Escherichia coli. The necessary condition is applicable to mass action biological systems of
arbitrary size, and will enable understanding the implications of concentration robustness in
genetic engineering strategies and medical applications.
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obustness against environmental ﬂuctuations is found
across different scales of cellular organization, from
metabolite levels and enzyme activities1–5 to complex
cellular functions6–10. Cellular components (for example,
transcripts, proteins and metabolites) involved in regulation
and control of physiological functions do not act in isolation, but
form intricate cellular networks. Therefore, understanding how
robustness of concentrations arises in the context of these largescale biochemical networks can point to mechanisms that allow
maintenance of cellular functions in a narrow range. Further,
pinpointing the reasons and consequences of concentration
robustness can help us elucidate the strategies employed by
single cells and entire organisms to mitigate the effects of
intracellular and environmental perturbations11,12.
Identifying cellular components that exhibit concentration
robustness in a biological system exposed to environmental
perturbations is a non-trivial task. To this end, the (steady-state)
concentration for a given cellular component is determined from
samples of genetically identical organisms subject to different
environments. These measurements are based on various
resource-intensive phenotyping technologies13–15. For instance,
identiﬁcation of metabolites and measurement of their
cellular concentrations with modern metabolomics technologies
necessitates the usage of expensive authentic chemical standards
or labelling techniques15–17. Moreover, the existence of cellular
components whose pools are partitioned among various cellular
compartments18 further complicates the study of concentration
robustness. It may be the case that a compartment-speciﬁc
concentration is robust to environmental perturbations, although
the entire component pool may not be maintained in a narrow
range. Therefore, more elaborate experiments often have to be
designed to allow for extraction of subcellular pools of cellular
components19,20. As a result, the model-driven identiﬁcation of
concentration robustness on a subcellular level will greatly beneﬁt
from methods that allow selection of cellular components for
targeted experiments.

a

Recent systems biology efforts have resulted in the assembly
of large-scale models that consider the entirety of known
biochemical reactions at various levels of cellular organization,
from gene regulation and signalling to metabolism21. Therefore,
one promising possibility to design targeted experiments with the
aim of identifying components with robust concentrations is to
rely on the analysis of these mechanistic network-based
descriptions of cellular activities.
Given a biochemical network model, here we identify a
network-based condition which must be satisﬁed by each cellular
component exhibiting concentration robustness to environmental
perturbations. Therefore, any component violating the identiﬁed
structural condition can be excluded from further experimental
investigation of robustness to environmental perturbations.
We show that the identiﬁed structural property underlying
the condition necessary for concentration robustness can be
efﬁciently determined for genome-scale metabolic networks.
As a result, we use the derived necessary condition to test the
possibility for prevalence of concentration robustness for
metabolites across different organisms under realistic modelling
assumptions. In addition, we examine the effect of network
perturbations on our ﬁndings, and show that the predictions
about lack of concentration robustness are in line with
experimental evidence and kinetic modelling of Escherichia coli’s
metabolism.
Results
Network concepts to study concentration robustness. A biochemical network exhibits absolute concentration robustness
(ACR) for a given cellular component if the concentration of the
component is the same in every positive steady state2. It has been
shown that existence of components with ACR allows for
sustaining normal cellular function (for example, growth) under
suboptimal conditions4. In the following, we deﬁne and illustrate
the key concepts which are essential for deriving the necessary
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Figure 1 | Illustration of the network concepts and the derived necessary condition for concentration robustness. (a) Standard reaction diagram of a
network in which six components, A–F, are interconverted by 10 reactions. The reaction diagram has n ¼ 8 nodes, corresponding to complexes and 10
edges, representing the reactions. The two linkage classes are surrounded by dashed lines. (b) Stoichiometric matrix N of the network in a. Reactions R1,
R2 and R3, with the corresponding edges in the reaction diagram and columns in N coloured in green, belong to the same linkage class (c) Standard reaction
diagram for the network in a upon removal of component C. Since C exists as a single-component complex in a, its removal introduces the zero complex,
O, coloured in green. This network contains n ¼ 7 nodes, 10 reactions, l ¼ 1 linkage class. (d) Standard reaction diagram for the network in a upon
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structural condition for ACR—stoichiometric matrix22 and
standard reaction diagram23
A biochemical reaction is speciﬁed by two positive linear
combinations of components, called substrate and product
complexes, respectively. A reaction vector is given by the
difference of the product and substrate complexes of the
corresponding reaction. For a set of biochemical reactions,
the stoichiometric matrix, N, comprises the reaction vectors as
its columns and rows that correspond to the components. For
instance, the stoichiometric matrix corresponding to the reactions
in Fig. 1a is given in Fig. 1b. Here, every reversible reaction is split
into the forward and backward irreversible reactions.
A standard reaction diagram then corresponds to the directed
graph whose nodes represent the complexes, and a directed edge
connects two nodes if they refer to the substrate and the product
complex of a reaction, respectively. For instance, a standard
reaction diagram with 10 irreversible reactions, represented by
directed edges, and eight complexes (that is, nodes) composed of
six components, A–F, is shown in Fig. 1a; B þ C is the substrate
complex and D is the product complex of reaction R4.
The set of nodes connected by paths in the reaction diagram
belong to the same linkage class24. For instance, in Fig. 1a,
complex 2A is in the same linkage class (marked by green edges)
with complex C as they are connected by a path; in contrast, the
complexes 2A and 2B do not belong to the same linkage class.
Therefore, the number of linkage classes corresponds to the
number of connected pieces in a given standard reaction diagram.
The network in Fig. 1a has two linkage classes (l ¼ 2) surrounded
by dashed lines.
With the help of these concepts, we present the notion of
structural deﬁciency of a network, denoted by ds, central to the
chemical reaction network theory25. The structural deﬁciency of a
network is given by ds ¼ n  l  r(N), where n is the number of
nodes, l is the number of linkage classes and r(N) is the rank
of the stoichiometric matrix (that is, the maximum number of
linearly independent reaction vectors, which can be efﬁciently
computed with standard techniques26). Therefore, the structural
deﬁciency can be efﬁciently determined for a reaction network of
arbitrary size. It is known that for any network the structural
deﬁciency is a non-negative integer which has been associated to
the existence and uniqueness of steady-states25. For the network
in Fig. 1a, there are n ¼ 8 complexes, l ¼ 2 linkage classes,
the rank of the stoichiometric matrix is r(N) ¼ 5. Hence, the
structural deﬁciency is ds ¼ 8  2  5 ¼ 1.

Structural deﬁciency and absolute concentration robustness.
Our main result is based on establishing whether or not the
structural deﬁciency changes upon removing a single component
from the network. To this end, we rely on the network obtained
by eliminating a given component from each complex containing
the component. Removal of a component may drastically alter the
network, in terms of number of nodes, linkage classes and the
rank of the stoichiometric matrix. For instance, the network in
Fig. 1a upon removal of component C is illustrated in Fig. 1c;
it has n ¼ 7 nodes, l ¼ 1 linkage class, and the rank of the
stoichiometric matrix is r(N) ¼ 5; the structural deﬁciency is,
thus, of value ds ¼ 7  1  5 ¼ 1. The number of complexes is
reduced in the new system since the complex B þ C upon removal
of C coincide with the complex B, present in the original network.
This is the reason why the stitching of the reactions is changed,
leading to a single linkage class. In addition, removal of a
component may lead to the introduction of the so-called zero
complex34. This is the case upon removal of components B from
the network in Fig. 1a (Fig. 1d).
The idea of removing a component from biochemical reaction
network has been previously employed to make statements about
the possibility of the network to exhibit multistationarity35.
Namely, for a given set of rate constants, it has been shown that if
a reaction system obtained upon removal of a component admits
multiple non-degenerated positive steady states, so does the
original system. Therefore, this result may be used to identify
subnetworks conferring multistationarity to the entire network.
Here, we establish a connection between a structural deﬁciency,
as a key network invariant, and ACR for a particular component.
It is this connection that allows us to apply the results to
large-scale networks, typically arising in the study of metabolism.
We now have the concepts required for stating our main result,
proved in Supplementary Methods.

Absolute concentration robustness in mass action networks.
The change in concentration of a given component is shaped by
the stoichiometry and the rates of biochemical reactions in which
the component participates as a substrate or a product.
The property of ACR has already been extensively studied for
networks of reactions whose rates are described by the widely
used mass action kinetics. In real-world applications, each
component is associated with a positive mass. A network of
biochemical reactions is termed conservative, if the masses of the
substrate and product complexes of each reaction are the same27.
It is known that conservative mass action networks of deﬁciency
zero cannot contain a component exhibiting ACR irrespective of
the values assigned to the rates constants28.
For mass action networks, there also exist structural properties
that provide sufﬁcient conditions for existence of a component
with ACR29,30. However, these sufﬁcient conditions are either
too restrictive or cannot be efﬁciently computed in large-scale
metabolic networks typically employed in studies of
metabolism31–33. For instance, one of the sufﬁcient conditions
can only be invoked for networks of structural deﬁciency of one2.

Theorem. Consider a mass action reaction system that for given
rate constants admits a positive steady state with and without
removal of a component S. If the system has ACR in species S,
then the systems with and without removal of S have the same
structural deﬁciencies.
The removal of a component assumed to exhibit ACR in a
mass action system can be intuitively understood as rescaling of
the rate constants for the reactions in which the component
appears as a substrate. This allows us to establish a correspondence between the two reaction systems with respect to the linear
combinations of reaction rates around each complex, leading to
our theoretical result.
Our necessary condition can be used to pinpoint the
components which do not show ACR. Therefore, it can be
readily employed to reduce the number of components for which
targeted experiments over multiple environments must be
planned to explore and validate the possibility for ACR. For
instance, component B in the network on Fig. 1a does not have
ACR since the structural deﬁciencies of the original and of the
network in panel a upon removal of B differ (Fig. 1d). In contrast,

However, genome-scale metabolic networks are of considerably
larger deﬁciency (Supplementary Table 2). The other sufﬁcient
condition treats the rate constants as symbols29 and relies on
determining invariant linear combination of complexes. Despite
the advances in symbolic computation, systematic determination
of such invariants becomes computationally infeasible for realworld large-scale metabolic networks29. Therefore, determining a
structural condition necessary for ACR of a particular component
offers another alternative to analyse concentration robustness in
large-scale networks.
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the structural deﬁciencies of the original network and the network
upon removal of component C coincide (Fig. 1c), and C cannot
be precluded from having ACR. Analytic solution demonstrates
that, indeed, component C does exhibit ACR. However, although
removal of the components A, D, E and F does not alter the
deﬁciency, these components do not exhibit ACR (as shown in
the analytical solution in Supplementary Methods). As already
pointed out, our theorem is not applicable to conservative mass
action networks of deﬁciency zero in which the existence of ACR
components is precluded28.
Applications to metabolic networks. Our mathematical results
provide a tractable way to restrict the number of metabolites to be
tested for ACR in genome-scale metabolic networks, under the
assumption that these networks support positive steady states.
To this end, we analyse 14 networks from a broad range of
organisms spanning all kingdoms of life, which vary greatly in
their sizes, tissues, subcellular compartmentalization and uni- or
multicellular organization (Supplementary Table 1). We found
signiﬁcant correlations of 0.89 (P value ¼ 2.17  10  5, Fisher
z-transformation, R2 ¼ 0.79) between the number of metabolites
with potential for ACR and the total number of metabolites
(Fig. 2). The implication of this ﬁnding is that the number of
metabolites to be tested for ACR can be reduced by, on average,
42.5% of the total number of metabolites over the investigated
species (Supplementary Table 2).
We also conduct a simulation study of a well-investigated
medium-size kinetic model of E. coli consisting of 830
components (that is, metabolites and enzymes) and 1,330
reactions. The rates of these reactions are modelled with mass
action kinetics and are associated positive rate constants that yield
a positive steady state from an initial condition36, thus satisfying
the hypothesis of our theoretical result. Altogether, 784
components do not violate the necessary condition and, thus,
may exhibit ACR. To narrow down the search for components
that are likely ACR in this model, we simulate 150 different
positive steady-state concentrations starting from 150 different
initial conditions. By analysing the identiﬁed steady-state
concentrations, we identify two components whose steady-state

Number of metabolites satisfying the necessary
condition

2,000

concentration is unchanged upon perturbations in initial
conditions (Supplementary Table 3). Therefore, only 0.26% of
components that satisfy the necessary condition in this model are
likely to show ACR, although simulation studies cannot provide a
conclusive answer.
We next focus on identifying whether the necessary condition
for ACR holds for compounds essential for characterizing the
energy status of biological systems, namely, the oxidized and
reduced version of NAD and NADP as well as the adenosine
phosphates (that is, AMP, ADP and ATP)37. These compounds
provide the energy for driving the biochemical reactions in which
they participate. Under the assumption that the networks support
positive steady states with mass action kinetics, we ﬁnd that in
the networks of archaea and bacteria generally these compounds
violate the necessary condition (Supplementary Table 2),
in line with experimental observations38,39. This result suggests
that simple organisms may have not evolved mechanisms to
maintain speciﬁc levels of energy-related metabolites. Our results
can also be used to base simulation studies of metabolic networks
on more appropriate biochemical assumptions, since energyrelated compounds in such studies are often assumed to be
constant. Moreover, while these compounds do not show ACR in
the genome-scale network of E. coli, NADH, NAD, NADP and
ATP satisfy the necessary condition in the highly simpliﬁed core
metabolic network used for estimating ﬂuxes from labelling
experiments. Therefore, our results point out that the necessary
condition for ACR in selected subnetworks may not match the
predictions based on the entire metabolic network. Hence, ACR is
a truly systemic property which arises from the network as a
whole and may not be conferred by its presence in the network
modules. Our prediction that ATP does not show ACR in E. coli
is in line with recent experimental evidence about variability of
ATP concentration in single cells40.
In contrast to results pertaining to archaea, bacteria and fungi,
the metabolic networks of plants and animals contain compounds
characterizing the energetic status that satisfy our necessary
condition for ACR. Speciﬁcally, our necessary condition applied
on the metabolic networks of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is
satisﬁed for NADP and ATP in more than one cellular
compartment. This result indicates that, even if the total pool
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Discussion
Our necessary condition for ACR is applicable to any mass action
network irrespective of the values of the rate constants ensuring
positive steady states. Since Michaelis–Menten kinetics is derived
from mass action, the derived necessary conditions can also be
used to rule out the possibility of ACR for components in systems
endowed with this type of kinetics. Our simulations studies,
however, indicate that the number of components that could
likely exhibit ACR may be substantially lower than that implied
by the necessary condition. Nevertheless, the tractable means for
precluding ACR in combination with genome-scale metabolic
networks can be used for model-driven planning of experiments
under different environments and with variety of organisms.
Altogether, our ﬁndings pave the way for studying the
evolutionary implications of ACR on a genome-scale level as
well as the role of ACR in metabolic diseases and metabolic
engineering strategies.
Methods

M. barkeri iAF692 (100)

M. acetivorans iMB745 (100)

A. thaliana core (50)

C. reinhardtii iAM303 (100)

Large-scale metabolic network models. We demonstrate the applicability of our
approach on 14 metabolic networks from a broad range of organisms spanning

M. tuberculosis iNJ661 (100)

T. maritima (100)

E. coli iJO1366 (45)

M. pneumoniae iJW145 (50)

Proportion of switching species

0.8

E. coli core (100)

1.0

E. coli carbon (100)

Effects of network perturbations. The analysed large-scale
metabolic networks include the characterized enzymatic activities
in different organisms. However, due to the existence of
uncharacterized gene functions, some of these networks may be
incomplete. Therefore, to examine the sensitivity of our ﬁndings
to this bias in the network, we consider removing 1, 2, 5, 7 and
10% randomly selected reactions from each of the analysed
networks. To quantify the effect of the reaction removal, we focus
on those metabolites that satisfy the necessary condition in
the original network (Supplementary Table 2 for the number
of metabolites satisfying the necessary condition). For these
metabolites, we identify those which violate the condition upon
the network perturbation. We refer to such metabolites as
switching metabolites. We then determine the switching ratio,
deﬁned as the proportion of switching metabolites from those
which satisfy the necessary condition in the original network. The
switching ratio for every network and perturbation level (that is,
percentage of removed reactions) was determined over at least
40 samples.
Our results indicate that the switching ratio depends on a small
set of reactions (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 1). This is supported
by the observation that already the removal of 1% of reactions, on
average, leads to as large value for the switching ratio as the
removal of 10% of the reactions. In addition, since the switching
ratio is not larger than 0.5 across all networks (with exception to
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), we conclude that some metabolites
satisfy the necessary condition even upon all considered levels of
perturbations. This ﬁnding suggests that these metabolites may

essentially participate in pathways which may be effectively
decoupled in the considered networks.
Another source of uncertainty of large-scale metabolic
networks is represented by the directionality of the included
reactions. While some reactions are known to operate effectively
as irreversible, others may change the operating direction
preferentially according to cellular conditions42. Nevertheless,
changing the directionality of a reaction does not affect the
number of complexes and the number of linkage classes.
Moreover, the rank of the stoichiometric matrix is not affected
by change of directionality. These facts together with the
deﬁnition of structural deﬁciency demonstrate that change of
reaction directionality does not affect the structural deﬁciency.
Therefore, our ﬁndings are not affected by possible uncertainty in
reaction directionality.

P. putida iJN746 (40)

of a metabolite, on the level of the entire cell, varies with
environmental changes, its subcellular concentration may in fact
exhibit ACR. Therefore, our ﬁndings provide important direction
for experimental planning and conducting measurements of
subcellular concentrations for speciﬁc metabolites. For instance,
the oxidized and reduced version of NAD and NADP do not
violate the necessary condition in most of the compartments
(Supplementary Table 2), in line with modelling evidence41.
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Figure 3 | Effects of network alterations on the ﬁndings from applications of the derived necessary condition. To investigate the effect of bias in the
network, 1, 5 and 10% randomly selected reactions are removed from each of the analysed networks. The effect of the reaction removal is quantiﬁed by the
proportion of switching metabolites. The switching ratio for every network and perturbation level was determined over at least 40 samples (indicated
above the name of the networks analysed).
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all kingdoms of life. These metabolic networks vary greatly in their sizes, tissues,
subcellular compartmentalization and uni- or multi-cellular organization
(Supplementary Table 1). The models are of high quality, as each considered
reaction preserves mass and charge balance; therefore, they are mass conservative,
as is our example in Fig. 1a. Reactions that do not carry ﬂux in any steady state,
so-called blocked reactions, are excluded from the analysed networks, as they
preclude the existence of a positive steady state. In addition, each reversible
reaction is split into two irreversible reactions (see Supplementary Table 2 for
characteristics of the analysed models). To examine the sensitivity of our ﬁndings
to network perturbations, we consider removing 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10% randomly
selected reactions from each of the analysed networks.
Structural deﬁciency. To calculate the structural deﬁciency for a given metabolic
network, we use a stand-alone application written in the statistical programming
environment R version 3.2.1 based on functions in the igraph package43. To this
end, we determine the number of complexes and the number of linkage classes in
the reaction diagram derived from a given stoichiometric matrix, as well as the rank
of the stoichiometric matrix speciﬁed by the model. The structural deﬁciency of a
network upon removal of given species is determined based on a stoichiometric
matrix from which the row corresponding to the species is removed.
Kinetic modelling. We employ a kinetic model of E. coli36 from which we
considered only the reactions associated to positive rate constants. The model was
simulated from 150 different, randomly selected positive initial conditions, each
leading to a different positive steady-state concentrations for the components. The
model is simulated in MATLAB with the ode15s solver.
Data availability. All relevant data are available from the authors upon request.
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